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Unit – II (B) Deccan School of Miniature Painting / Feature of Deccan School  

 The Main features of Deccan School of Miniature Painting  
 

1. Colour Scheme: Brilliant and beautiful colours have been used in Deccani 

paintings. They are different from the colour of Northern painting style. Golden 

colour has been used largely in the paintings where architecture is shown and also 

in the costumes, jewellery, utensils etc.  
 

2. Persian Influence: High horizon, lavish use of golden colour, the landscape, 

golden sky, some flowering plans and arabesques on the top of the throne etc. all 

have a Persian influence on them. 
 

3. Mughal Influence: In the later phase Deccani style, Mughal influence was at its 

peak. Mughal influence was due to migration of several Mughal painters to the 

Deccan during downfall of Mughal School of Painting. 
 

4. Decorative Paintings: Deccani paintings were mostly decorative especially 

Hyderabad painting like the flowerbeds, costumes, rich and brilliant colours, 

facial feature etc.  
  

5. Bold Drawing and Shading Techniques: Bold drawing, shading techniques and 

use of rich, pure and brilliant colours flourished at Tanjore. 
 

Visible styles of Deccan Art: 
 

1. The rhythmic delicacy of Persia. 
 

2. The lush sensuality of the Deccan. 
 

3. Three dimensional aspects European Art which can be clearly seen in delineation of buildings. 
 

4. Tall, fair complexioned and emotionally charged males and sensuous looking females. 
 

5. The people are endowed with lovely faces, large wide open eyes, bold features, broad    foreheads, 

high necks, triangularly slanting waists an neatly carved figures, each one characterized by 

excitement, vigour, moods, sentiments and dramatic intensity infused into its being. 
 

    DECCAN PAINTINGS 

 TITLE ARTIST SUB-SCHOOL 

1 Ragini Pattahansika       Unknown Ahmadnagar 

2 Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya and  Amir Khusro     Unknown Hyderabad 

3 Chand Bibi Playing Polo (Chaugan)  Unknown Golkonda 

 


